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We lose $10 billion each year due to flat rate pricing

- 33% of the nation’s 114 million households are on smart meters
- But only 1% are on time-based rates
  - And only 1% of these are on dynamic pricing rates
- That prevents us from harnessing the benefits of universal dynamic pricing
  - $7B/year in lower energy costs
  - $3B/year in reduced cross-subsidies
The losses will continue unless we address three underlying fears

1. Fear that customers won’t respond to dynamic pricing
2. Fear that customer response to dynamic pricing won’t persist
3. Fear that low-income customers will be harmed by dynamic pricing
1. Because results vary widely, some conclude that we have learned nothing from the pilots

Peak Reductions across 134 Pricing Tests
But we have learned a lot – we just have to plot demand response against price.
The pilots have also shown that enabling technology leads to higher price responsiveness.

Arc of Price Responsiveness

- Enabling Tech
- Price Only

Peak Reduction

Peak to Off-Peak Price Ratio
What is less well known — price responsiveness has stood the test of time between 1982 and 2012

Arc of Price Responsiveness (1982 + current price-only)

- Hot climate, all major electric appliances
- Price Only
- Average Household
- Cool climate, no major electric appliances

Peak Reduction

Peak to Off-Peak Price Ratio
2. Customer response persists

- It has persisted in long-lived pilots
  - California, D.C., Oklahoma for 2 years
  - Maryland for 4 years
- TOU programs have been in place for decades
  - The French *tempo* tariff goes back to 1965
  - Arizona’s TOU rates go back to 1980
3. Nearly 80% of low income customers are paying more under flat rates

![Distribution of Dynamic Pricing Bill Impacts](image)
Since low income customers are price responsive, they will save even more with dynamic pricing.
Architecting the future of dynamic pricing

Pilot Dynamic Pricing → AMI Business Case → Deploy AMI

Opt-in Rate

- Leave Flat Rate Unchanged
- Provide Shadow Bills

Opt-out Rate

- Change Flat Rate
- Don’t Provide Shadow Bills

- Offer Two-Part Rate
  - Set First Part Equal to Historic Load Shape
  - Customer Buys First Part as a Forward Market Transaction

- Offer Single-Part Rate
  - Offer Bill Protection
  - Don’t Offer Bill Protection

Conduct Measurement and Verification

Understand Customer Preferences → Segment the Market → Create Segment-Specific Messages → Get the Word Out → Educate and Answer Questions
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